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I derive a general set of boundary conditions for quasiclassical transport theory of metals and superconduct-
ors that is valid for equilibrium and nonequilibrium situations and includes multiband systems, weakly and
strongly spin-polarized systems, and disordered systems. The formulation is in terms of the normal state
scattering matrix. Various special cases for boundary conditions are known in the literature, which are, how-
ever, limited to either equilibrium situations or single band systems. The present formulation unifies and
extends all these results. In this paper I will present the general theory in terms of coherence functions and
distribution functions and demonstrate its use by applying it to the problem of spin-active interfaces in
superconducting devices and the case of superconductor/half-metal interface scattering.
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I. INTRODUCTION
For the theoretical understanding of transport in metals
and superconductors Landau’s concept of quasiparticles act-
ing as elementary excitations over the ground state has been
of immeasurable value.1,2 In a normal metal, electrons are in
a strongly quantum correlated state due to Pauli’s exclusion
principle and due to Coulomb interactions. Conduction elec-
trons in metals are, however, quasiparticles, i.e., elementary
excitations in the vicinity of the Fermi surface that rarely
scatter among each other as a result of phase space restric-
tions. Although these quasiparticles do strongly interact with
electrons far away from the Fermi surface, renormalizations
due to these interactions are constant over the energy range
of interest kBT, with temperature T and thus can be treated
as phenomenological parameters of the theory.1,2 Quasiparti-
cles are represented by a classical distribution function and
obey a semiclassical Landau-Boltzmann transport equation.1
Landau’s Fermi-liquid theory can be formulated in a sys-
tematic way within a diagrammatic expansion of many-body
Green’s functions.3 Asymptotic expansion in the small pa-
rameter kBT /EF with the Fermi energy EF leads to the qua-
siclassical theory of metals,4–6 which describes the range
kBT2 /EFkBTEF in temperature well. In leading order,
the dynamical equations for Green’s functions can be trans-
formed into Landau’s transport equation for quasiparticle
distribution functions.2,4–7 Electrons that are far away from
the Fermi surface and thus do not represent quasiparticles
enter this theory via effective interaction vertices. Only a
small number of these vertices is needed to describe the dy-
namics of the quasiparticles.
The development of semiclassical concepts for the super-
conducting state was pioneered by Geilikman8,9 and Bardeen
et al.10 soon after the development of the BCS theory of
superconductivity.11 Several early works12–14 on transport
and linear response in superconductors showed that various
semiclassical concepts of Landau’s Fermi-liquid theory
could be readily generalized to the superconducting state. A
formulation of the equilibrium theory of superconductivity
near the superconducting critical temperature Tc in terms of
classical correlation functions was developed by de
Gennes.15
In the seminal works of Larkin and Ovchinnikov16 and
Eilenberger17 the concepts of the BCS pairing theory of
superconductors11 were merged with the concepts of Boltz-
mann transport equations within Landau’s Fermi-liquid
theory. This quasiclassical theory of superconductivity was
later generalized to nonequilibrium phenomena by
Eliashberg5 and Larkin and Ovchinnikov.18
Quasiclassical methods can be applied to both wave-
function techniques and Green’s function techniques. In
the former case, the starting point are Bogoljubov’s
equations,15,19 leading in quasiclassical approximation to An-
dreev’s equations for the envelopes of the waves.20 Alterna-
tively, one can start from the microscopic Nambu-Gor’kov
matrix Green’s functions.21 In quasiclassical approximation
they result into envelope Green’s functions that vary on the
coherence length scale, 0=vF /2kBTc with Fermi veloc-
ity vF, and the time scale t0= / with gap , and are free
of irrelevant fine-scale structures on the Fermi wavelength
scale.
Dynamical phenomena are described within quasiclassical
theory by using the Keldysh Green’s function technique.22
Quasiparticle states in superconductors are coherent mixtures
of particle and hole states. The degree of mixing is deter-
mined by the superconducting order parameter . The spec-
trum of quasiparticles is coupled to quasiparticle distribution
functions and this coupling is expressed in Keldysh’s tech-
nique by two types of Green’s functions, gR,A and gK, that
are elements of a 22 matrix gˇ. The information about dis-
tribution functions is in the Keldysh part, gK. Different for-
mulations in terms of dynamical distribution functions in the
superconducting state have been introduced by Larkin and
Ovchinnikov,18 by Shelankov,23 and by the author.24
The derivation of boundary conditions for quasiclassical
Green’s functions is a difficult problem. For microscopic
Green’s functions the formulation of boundary conditions,
e.g., in terms of scattering matrices or transfer matrices at
interfaces, is rather simple. In contrast, in quasiclassical
theory only the envelope function of the Bloch waves is
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known. The information about the phase of the waves is,
however, missing. Under these circumstances it is not a pri-
ori clear if boundary conditions can be formulated within
quasiclassical theory. That this is indeed the case was shown
independently by Shelankov25 and by Zaitsev.26 More gen-
eral formulations have been derived subsequently27–30 in-
cluding a formulation in terms of scattering matrices by Mil-
lis et al.30 However, owing to the normalization condition for
the quasiclassical propagator, the boundary conditions so far
were formulated as nonlinear equations. Furthermore, their
practical use was limited as they contained unphysical, spu-
rious, solutions that lead to instabilities in numerical calcu-
lations.
Progress has been achieved by using the projector formal-
ism of Shelankov,23 which allows an explicit formulation
of boundary conditions for both equilibrium31–33 and
nonequilibrium32 situations. These boundary conditions have
been generalized for the single band case to include spin-
active interfaces in equilibrium34 and in nonequilibrium,35
diffusive interface scattering,36 and interfaces with strongly
spin-polarized ferromagnets.37,38 An alternative, equivalent,
route has been followed via transfer matrices.39–43 All the
developments above were complemented by boundary con-
ditions for diffusive superconductors44–46 that are appropriate
for the diffusive limit of quasiclassical theory, the Usadel
theory.47
In this work, we will pursue the approach in terms of
scattering matrices and will present the boundary conditions
in their most general form. Our results include all previous
formulations as special cases and are capable of describing,
e.g., nonequilibrium effects, multiband metals, spin-
polarized systems, and diffusive interfaces. In most of these
cases the present formulation leads to more transparent and
compact boundary conditions that allow i for a very effec-
tive numerical implementation and ii better analytical treat-
ment due to their simpler structure. We use throughout the
notation of Ref. 32.
II. THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION
Quasiclassical theory is a powerful tool for describing
inhomogeneous superconducting systems in and out of
equilibrium, covering both ballistic and diffusive
materials.6,16,17,47–52 All the relevant physical information is
contained in the quasiclassical Green’s function gˆ	 ,pF ,R , t.
Here 	 is the quasiparticle energy measured from the chemi-
cal potential, pF the quasiparticle momentum on the Fermi
surface that can have several branches, R is the spatial
coordinate, and t is the time. The “hat” refers to the 22
matrix structure of the propagator in the Nambu-Gor’kov
particle-hole space, and the “check” to the 22 Keldysh
matrix structure. The equation of motion for gˆ is the Eilen-
berger equation,16,17
	
ˆ31ˇ − hˇ , gˇ + ivF · gˇ = 0ˇ , 1
subject to the normalization condition
gˇ  gˇ = − 21ˇ . 2
The elements of the 22 Keldysh matrices are matrices in
Nambu-Gor’kov particle-hole space,
gˇ = gˆR gˆK
0ˆ gˆA
, hˇ = hˆR hˆK
0ˆ hˆA
 , 3
and 
ˆ3 is the third Pauli matrix in particle-hole space. The 
product includes a time convolution and a matrix product
and is explained in Appendix A. For what follows it is useful
to think about it as discretized in the time domain, in which
case its properties are that of conventional matrix
multiplication.53 In equilibrium we will have to retain a ma-
trix structure if the spin degree of freedom is active, in which
case the  product reduces to a matrix multiplication in Pauli
spin space.
Self-energies enter Eq. 1 via the matrices
hˆR,A =  
˜ ˜
R,A, hˆK =   
− ˜ − ˜
K, 4
where diagonal  and off-diagonal  self-energies are
determined by self-consistency equations. In this paper we
do not, however, need to specify the exact form of these
equations and will assume for what follows that their solu-
tions are given. There are fundamental symmetries that relate
the particle and hole components of both self-energies and
Green’s functions.6 We express these symmetries throughout
this paper by using the particle-hole conjugation operation
that is defined in the mixed 	 , t representation via
Q˜ z,pF,R,t = Q− z,− pF,R,t, 5
where z=	 is real for the Keldysh components and z is situ-
ated in the upper lower complex energy half plane for re-
tarded advanced quantities.
The characteristic curves of the partial differential equa-
tion 1 define the quasiclassical trajectories. Trajectories are
labeled by the position on the Fermi surface, pF, and are
aligned with the Fermi velocity vFpF. Quasiparticles move
along these trajectories, thereby being coherently coupled to
the condensate.
Equations 1 and 2 must be supplemented by boundary
conditions at the two ends of each trajectory. Equation 1 is
numerically stiff, with exponentially growing solutions in
both directions. In addition, unphysical solutions must be
eliminated using the normalization condition Eq. 2. Both
problems are solved in a natural way with the parametriza-
tion of the quasiclassical Green’s functions by coherence and
distribution functions.32 These are physical quantities that
obey initial value problems with a stable integration direc-
tion and automatically ensure the normalization of gˇ.
A. Coherence functions and distribution functions
The numerical solution of the nonlinear system of Eqs.
1 and 2 is greatly simplified by using a convenient pa-
rametrization of the Green’s functions in terms of retarded
and advanced coherence functions R,A and ˜R,A, and distri-
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bution functions x and x˜.24,32,55,56 The coherence functions
are a generalization of the so-called Riccati amplitudes57,58 to
nonequilibrium situations. Using a projector formalism as
described in Appendixes B and C we can write the retarded
and advanced Green’s functions here the upper lower sign
corresponds to retarded advanced as
gˆR,A =  2i G F
− F˜ − G˜ 
R,A
 i
ˆ31 , 6
with the parametrization24
G = 1 −   ˜−1, F = 1 −   ˜−1   , 7
G˜ = 1 − ˜  −1, F˜ = 1 − ˜  −1  ˜ . 8
The inverse is defined via the  product,
 . . . −1   . . .  =  . . .    . . . −1 = 1 , 9
with the unit element 1 see Appendix A. Obviously, we can
calculate the coherence functions from
 = G−1  F = F  G˜ −1, ˜ = G˜ −1  F˜ = F˜  G−1. 10
In order to obtain a diagrammatic representation we reformu-
late the problem in terms of Dyson equations
G = 1 + G    ˜, F =  + F  ˜   , 11
G˜ = 1 + G˜  ˜  , F˜ = ˜ + F˜    ˜ . 12
In Fig. 1 the corresponding diagrammatic expansion is
shown. Here, and in the following, we adopt and extend a
diagrammatic notation by Löfwander, Zhao and Sauls.59–61
The quantity G describes the local spectral amplitude of a
particlelike excitation in the presence of a condensate. This
amplitude is renormalized from its normal state value in a
time representation equal to t− t due to multiple virtual
Andreev scattering processes that take place in the presence
of an off-diagonal complex condensate field . The same
holds for holelike excitations described by the quantity G˜ .
The “anomalous” propagators F and F˜ result from the local
coherence amplitudes for particle-hole conversion, , and for
hole-particle conversion, ˜, again by taking into account
renormalization due to multiple virtual Andreev processes.
For small superconducting amplitudes e.g., near Tc the
anomalous propagators coincide with the coherence ampli-
tudes. The four functions F, F˜ , G, and G˜ are interrelated via
 and ˜, and a number of identities hold that are shown in
Fig. 2 diagrammatically.
Although the coherence functions  and ˜ are sufficient to
describe the retarded and advanced Green’s functions, the
quantities in Eqs. 11 and 12 allow for an effective formu-
lation of boundary conditions see below. The Keldysh part
of the propagator can be formulated in terms of these and a
suitable distribution function for particlelike and holelike ex-
citations, respectively, in the following way:
gˆK  − 2iX YY˜ X˜ 
K
= − 2i G F
− F˜ − G˜ 
R
 x 00 x˜    G F
− F˜ − G˜ 
A
.
13
Making use of the identities in Fig. 2, we can further use that
XK=GR x GA−FR  x˜ F˜ A=GR  x−R  x˜  ˜A GA and simi-
larly for the other components, which gives
XK = GR  x − R  x˜  ˜A  GA, 14
YK = GR  x  A − R  x˜  G˜A, 15
X˜ K = G˜R  x˜ − ˜R  x  A  G˜A, 16
Y˜ K = G˜R  x˜  ˜A − ˜R  x  GA. 17
The Keldysh amplitudes X, X˜ , Y, and Y˜ are shown in a
diagrammatic representation in Fig. 3. Note that for the
Keldysh components we need to keep track of retarded and
advanced coherence functions. As advanced functions propa-
gate backward in time, their group velocity is reversed. Ad-
vanced propagators can be described as usual by the particle-
antiparticle paradigm, which in the present case is equivalent
FIG. 1. Color online a The coherence function t , t de-
scribes the local probability amplitude for conversion of a hole
dotted line at time t to a particle full line at time t. For retarded
functions t t and for advanced functions t t. b The corre-
sponding local amplitude for conversion of a particle at time t into
a hole at time t is described by the coherence function ˜t , t Ref.
54. c Diagrammatic representation of Eqs. 7 and 11.
FIG. 2. Color online Identities that hold between the six quan-
tities F, F˜ , G, G˜ , , and ˜ as defined in Eqs. 7 and 8.
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to a particle-hole transformation as described in Appendix G.
In drawing diagrams we prefer to keep the particle picture
instead of introducing antiparticles which would reverse the
arrows and turn them into hole propagators with opposite
energy.
We stress that there are no diagrams with more than one x
or x˜ vertex, as no retarded propagator can enter either of
them, and no advanced propagator can emerge from them.
As a result, the structure of the equations for X, X˜ , Y, and Y˜
formally corresponds to that of a linear response with a per-
turbation that switches from retarded to advanced in fact,
the linear response theory for retarded and advanced coher-
ence functions has many formal similarities with the Keldysh
part of the transport theory,55 see also Appendix E.
Alternative distribution functions
Other definitions for distribution functions have been in-
troduced in the literature. We discuss the issue of the various
possibilities in defining distribution functions and their rela-
tion with each other in detail in Appendix D. The distribution
functions h introduced by Larkin and Ovchinnikov16,51 and F
introduced by Shelankov23 are related to the distribution
functions x and x˜ by
x = F − R  F  ˜A = h + R  h˜  ˜A,
x˜ = F˜ − ˜R  F˜  A = h˜ + ˜R  h  A. 18
Series expansions for the inverses can be obtained by
iteration,62 for example,
F = 	
n=0

Rn  x  ˜An, 19
with  . . . n=  . . . n−1   . . . , and
h = 	
n=0

R˜Rn  x − R  x˜  ˜A  A˜An. 20
In equilibrium,
heq = Feq = tanh
	
2T
= − F˜ eq = − h˜eq 21
holds. The advantages of the functions x and x˜ are that the
transport equations take their simplest form,24 their numeri-
cal evaluation is easier, they simplify considerably time-
dependent problems,24,55,62 and as we will show below, they
allow for an effective handling of the boundary conditions.
B. Transport equations
The central equations that govern the transport phenom-
ena have been derived in Refs. 24, 32, and 55. The transport
equations for the coherence functions 	 ,pF ,R , t and
˜	 ,pF ,R , t are given by
ivF · + 2	R,A =   ˜   +    −   ˜ − R,A,
ivF · − 2	˜R,A = ˜    ˜ + ˜  ˜ − ˜   − ˜ R,A.
22
For the distribution functions x	 ,pF ,R , t and x˜	 ,pF ,R , t
the transport equations read
ivF · + itx −   ˜ + R  x − x    ˜ − A
= − R  ˜ K  ˜A + K  ˜A + R  ˜ K − K, 23
ivF · − itx˜ − ˜   + ˜ R  x˜ − x˜  ˜   − ˜ A
= − ˜R  K  A + ˜ K  A + ˜R  K − ˜ K. 24
In Appendix E we discuss properties of the solutions of these
equations and equivalent formulations in terms of integral
equations.
An important property of the set of equations 22–24 is
their invariance with respect to gauge transformations. There
are two types of gauge transformations that are important
and that are very different in nature. We discuss this issue in
Appendix F. The first type is the usual gauge invariance that
links the phase of the coherence functions with the electro-
magnetic potentials. The second type leaves retarded and ad-
vanced quantities invariant and affects only the distribution
functions x and x˜ and the Keldysh part of the self-energies. It
leads to a certain freedom for the choice of the distribution
functions several choices have been mentioned above. In
particular, when a reference system is present, distribution
functions can be defined with respect to those of the refer-
ence system. They are then called “anomalous”64 and vanish
in the reference system. This is particularly useful for situa-
tions when a system is coupled to a reservoir.
FIG. 3. Color online The distribution functions x and x˜ left connect incoming advanced and outgoing retarded propagators. The
Keldysh components XK, X˜ K, YK, and Y˜ K are shown in a diagrammatic representation of Eqs. 14–17. “R” and “A” refer to “retarded”
and “advanced.” The particle distribution function x and hole distribution function x˜ are coherently mixed due to multiple coherent Andreev
scattering events with amplitudes given by the renormalized quantities G, G˜ , F, and F˜ that are sums of terms shown in Fig. 1.
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1. Homogeneous equilibrium solution
In the case that both ER,A=	− R,A−˜ R,A /2 and
˜ R,A are diagonal in spin space, the homogeneous solu-
tions for the coherence functions in equilibrium can be writ-
ten as
h,eq
R,A
= − 
 E  i− ˜ − E2R,A, 25
where the upper lower sign holds for the retarded ad-
vanced functions. For a singlet superconductor in the clean
limit ˜ R,A=−2. In the presence of a constant superflow
with momentum ps one has to replace 	 by 	−vF ·ps.
For the distribution function in equilibrium one obtains
xh,eq = 1 − R˜Atanh 	2T . 26
Note that ˜A= R† see Appendix G.
2. General solution for homogeneous self-energies
For homogeneous self-energies we can express the solu-
tions R,A along a certain trajectory with path variable 
defined by the trajectory parametrization R=R0+vF, for a
given initial value R,A0=0
R,A
, in terms of the homoge-
neous solution h
R,A that satisfies
h  ˜  h − E  h + h  E˜ − R,A = 0, 27
where ER,A=	−R,A, E˜R,A=−	−˜ R,A. Defining 1
R,A
= E
−h 
˜ R,A and 2
R,A
= E˜ +˜ hR,A, and using the relations
of Appendix E 1, it follows as
R,A = h + ei1  0  ei2 + C  0−1R,A,
28
with 0
R,A
= 0−hR,A and
CR,A = C0  ei1 − ei2  C0R,A 29
where C0
R,A is the solution of the equation
C0 1 − 2  C0R,A = ˜ R,A. 30
For equilibrium we have ER,A=−E˜R,AER,A, and if ER,A and
˜ R,A are diagonal in spin space, then with 1
R,A
=−2
R,A
R,A the relation
R,A = 
0 + i tanE0 + 
 − i tanE − 0˜ 
R,A 31
follows, in agreement with Refs. 58 and 65.
3. Equilibrium solution for subgap energies in the presence of
an inhomogeneous order parameter in the clean limit
If we can neglect impurity scattering, and the system out-
side the scattering region is asymptotically homogeneous
with gap h, then for subgap energies 	 h we can make
some more general statements about the properties of the
coherence amplitudes. In particular, if we, e.g., consider a
pure singlet pairing state, and if the order parameter is of the
form =0eiiy with spatially varying modulus 0 and
spatially constant phase , then, using the ansatz R
= i0ei+ · iy with real 0 and , the equilibrium
equations of motion along any fixed trajectory read
d0
d
= 1 − 0
20 cos − 0+0, 32
0
d
d
= − 1 + 0
20 sin + 2	0, 33
where 0+ is a positive infinitesimal. The first equation is
stable only in direction of increasing . Now, for the initial
condition far away from the scatterer, for subgap energies
	 h the relation 0=1 holds. Then, as Eq. 32 shows,
this property will be preserved along the trajectory regardless
of the spatial variation of 0. That means, only the phase
 of the coherence amplitude varies and we have R
= iei+ · iy with
d
d
= − 20sin„… + 2	 34
and initial condition 0=0. If 	=0, then the coherence
amplitude stays constant along the trajectory. Similarly, we
obtain ˜R=−ie−i+˜  · iy with
d˜ 
d
= 20sin„˜ … + 2	 . 35
For energies 	 h both the modulus and phase of R, ˜R
vary in space. A similar consideration can be made for any
unitary order parameter.
III. SCATTERING THEORY
We consider in the following a general quantum mechani-
cal scattering problem that is characterized by incoming and
outgoing Bloch wave solutions. We assume that the scatter-
ing region is localized in a certain space area, where we have
in mind, e.g., an interface, a surface, or an impurity. In qua-
siclassical context there will be trajectories that enter and
leave the scattering region. Correspondingly, we can define
incoming solutions along each trajectory as those for which
the group velocity is pointing toward the scattering region
under consideration the “scatterer”, and outgoing those for
which the group velocity is pointing away. The projection of
the group velocity on the Fermi momentum has one and the
same sign for R, ˜A, and x, and the opposite sign for ˜R, A,
and x˜. Correspondingly, these six objects for each trajectory
always group into three incoming and three outgoing ones.
The scatterer will lead to a mixing between the trajecto-
ries that enter the scattering region. Depending on symmetry
constraints, the possible number of scattering wave vectors
might be drastically reduced, as for example is the case for
conservation of parallel momentum at an atomically clean
interface. In the latter case, for a single Fermi surface on
each side of the interface, there will be mixing only between
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the incoming, reflected, transmitted trajectory, and a fourth
trajectory that is reached by a process involving “crossed”
Andreev reflection. In the case of a diffusive interface trajec-
tories of all directions will be mixed with each other.
In order to distinguish incoming and outgoing directions
we will adopt the notation of Ref. 32, that small case letters
R,A, ˜R,A, x, x˜ denote incoming quantities, and capital case
letters R,A, ˜R,A, X, X˜ denote outgoing quantities. As the
quasiclassical Green’s function is parametrized by the mo-
mentum pF, it is composed of both incoming and outgoing
quantities. We may write the Keldysh matrix Green’s func-
tion as a functional of the four coherence functions and the
two distribution functions. If the Fermi velocity points to-
ward the scatterer, this functional dependence will be
gˇ = gˇR,˜R,A,˜A,x,X˜  , 36
and for the case that the Fermi velocity points away from the
scatterer, it is
gˇ = gˇR,˜R,A,˜A,X, x˜ . 37
Usually the potentials in a scattering region vary on an en-
ergy scale large compared to the superconducting gap or the
temperature. In this case, it is sufficient to know the normal
state scattering matrices for particlelike excitations, denoted
by S with elements SpF←pF, and for holelike excitations,
denoted by S˜ with elements S˜pF←pF, that connect outgo-
ing with incoming quasiparticles on trajectories parametrized
by the Fermi momenta pF and pF.66 The scattering matrix in
particle-hole space reads
Sˆ = S 00 S˜†, Sˆ † = S
† 0
0 S˜
 . 38
In order to reduce the amount of notation we will in the
following label trajectories with the Fermi velocity pointing
away from the scatterer simply by k, k, k1, etc., and trajec-
tories with the Fermi velocity pointing toward the scatterer
by p, p, p1, etc., thus omitting the vector notation. It is
understood that those labels are from the set of Fermi mo-
menta associated with all the trajectories that overlap with
the scattering region. As for the discussion in this chapter the
dynamical variables energy and time enter only as param-
eters; we will suppress the dependence on these. We assume
for the scattering problem that the spatial coordinate R on
each trajectory entering or leaving the scattering region is
sufficiently far from the scatterer in order that the scattered
waves have taken their asymptotic form, but sufficiently
close to neglect spatial variations on the scale of the coher-
ence length in the scattering region, and we will suppress
these spatial coordinates in this chapter as well. The scatter-
ing problem will thus be fully characterized by the set of k
and p values associated with all involved trajectories. In a
centrosymmetric system or a noncentrosymmetric system
with time reversal symmetry, for each k value there will also
be the trajectory with the opposite direction p=−k.
It is our task to express the set of outgoing coherence and
distribution functions k
R
,˜ p
R
,p
A
,˜ k
A
,Xk ,X˜ p by the incoming
ones p
R
, ˜k
R
,k
A
, ˜p
A
,xp , x˜k for a given scattering matrix Skp
the scattering matrix S˜pk for holelike excitations is related to
that for particlelike excitations by the particle-hole conjuga-
tion symmetry.
A. Elementary interface Andreev scattering events
The central objects for the formulation of boundary con-
ditions for the coherence functions and distribution functions
are the following quantities, which express an elementary
scattering event,
kk 
R
= 
	
p
Skp  p  S˜pkR, 39
pp 
A
= 
	
k
Spk  k  S˜kpA, 40
xkk
 = 	
p
Skp
R  xp  Spk
A
, 41
together with the respective particle-hole conjugated quanti-
ties,
˜pp 
R
= 
	
k
S˜pk  ˜k  SkpR, 42
˜kk 
A
= 
	
p
S˜kp  ˜p  SpkA, 43
x˜pp
 = 	
k
S˜pk
R  x˜k  S˜kp
A
. 44
As we will show below, the scattering matrices enter the
boundary conditions only in terms of these quantities. This
allows for a compact matrix notation. For example, we can
reformulate boundary conditions for spin-active interfaces
that are known in literature34,35 in a rather compact way.
Importantly, a straightforward generalization of these bound-
ary conditions to multiple bands, to disordered interfaces, to
strongly spin-polarized ferromagnets, to strongly spin-orbit
split bands, and to the general scattering problem from a
target is possible. For equilibrium we recover also the results
by Shelankov and Ozana,33 which were obtained by a similar
procedure. In order to switch to a compact matrix notation,
we introduce the diagonal matrices
kk
R
= k
Rkk, pp
A
= p
App, xkk = xkkk, 45
˜pp
R
= ˜p
Rpp, ˜kk
A
= ˜k
Akk, x˜pp = x˜ppp. 46
With this, we can write the elementary scattering events as
R,A = S    S˜ R,A, x = SR  x  SA, 47
˜R,A = S˜  ˜  SR,A, x˜ = S˜R  x˜  S˜A. 48
In Fig. 4 we show these scattering events in diagrammatic
form. We note that the retarded and advanced scattering ma-
trices are related by fundamental symmetry,
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SA = SR†, S˜A = S˜R†, 49
which leads together with the symmetries in Appendix G to
the symmetry relations
A = ˜R†, x = x†, 50
˜A = R†, x˜ = x˜†. 51
B. Derivation of boundary conditions
1. Retarded propagator
The anomalous functions FR are obtained from a sum
over all virtual multiple Andreev scattering events that are
accompanied by interface scattering. We consider first the set
of retarded Green’s functions with directions k that are di-
rected away from the scatterer. In this case, the retarded
propagator is given by
gˆk
R
= gˆk
RR,˜R . 52
We introduce effective interface coherence amplitudes as so-
lutions of the equation
FkkR = 
kk + 	k1 Fkk1  ˜k1  k1k 
R
. 53
Using a compact matrix notation, the solutions are
FR =   1 − ˜  −1R, 54
where the inversion Q−1 is defined via Q Q−1=1 with 1kk
=kk1. The diagrammatic representation of this expansion is
shown in Fig. 5. We also define the corresponding particle-
hole diagonal interface amplitude
GR = 1 −   ˜−1R = 1 + F  ˜R, 55
which is closely related to the function FR by
FR = G  R. 56
For the quasiclassical approximation only the component
k=k is relevant, as it contributes to the slowly varying en-
velope function of trajectory k, and we obtain
GkR = GkkR , FkR = FkkR . 57
The remaining two retarded Green’s function matrix compo-
nents are G˜ kR= 1− ˜ −1kkR and F˜ kR=G˜ kR  ˜kR. According to
Sec. II A, for the outgoing coherence functions the equation
FkkR =kR+FkkR  ˜kR kR= 1+FkkR  ˜kR kR holds, which ac-
cording to Eq. 55 is equal to GkkR kR. Thus, we extract the
outgoing coherence amplitudes from the solution of the
equation
GkkR  k←k
R
= Fkk
R
, k
R
= k←k
R
. 58
The more general quantity k←k
R that is introduced here will
be needed below, e.g., in the transport equations for the dis-
tribution functions.
For the component ˜R we must consider the retarded
Green’s function for a direction p toward the scatterer, as the
group velocity of ˜R is opposite to the direction of the mo-
mentum. The corresponding retarded propagator is given by
gˆp
R
= gˆp
RR,˜R . 59
We obtain in complete analogy to the discussion above
F˜ R = ˜  1 −   ˜−1R = G˜  ˜R, 60
G˜ R = 1 − ˜  −1R = 1 + F˜  R, 61
from which we extract the outgoing coherence amplitude by
solving the equation
G˜ ppR  ˜ p←p
R
= F˜ pp
R
, ˜ p
R
= ˜ p←p
R
. 62
2. Advanced propagator
For the advanced functions we need to take into account
that they propagate backward in time. Thus, we consider for
A the advanced Green’s function for a direction p toward
the scatterer,
gˆp
A
= gˆp
AA,˜A , 63
and for ˜A for a direction k away from the scatterer,
gˆk
A
= gˆk
AA,˜A . 64
The most convenient form of the corresponding equations is
FA =   1 − ˜  −1A =  G˜ A, 65
FIG. 4. Color online Diagrammatic symbols for the elemen-
tary scattering events described by Eqs. 47 and 48. “p” and “h”
refer to “particle” and “hole,” and “R” and “A” to “retarded” and
“advanced.” A sum over internal variables according to Eqs.
39–44 is implied. FIG. 5. Color online Diagrammatic representation of Eq. 53for the retarded functions. In the last line, identity 56 is shown
diagrammatically, which defines the diagrammatic expansion for
GR. Summation over internal variables is implied.
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G˜ A = 1 − ˜  −1A = 1 + ˜ FA, 66
with the coherence amplitudes
p→p
A
 G˜ ppA = Fpp
A
, p
A
= p→p
A
, 67
and
F˜ A = ˜  1 −   ˜−1A = ˜ GA, 68
GA = 1 −   ˜−1A = 1 +  F˜ A, 69
with the coherence amplitudes
˜ k→k
A
 GkkA = F˜ kk
A
, ˜ k
A
= ˜ k→k
A
. 70
3. Keldysh propagator
The corresponding expressions for the Keldysh compo-
nents are obtained in a similar way. We perform a diagram-
matic expansion of the Keldysh components in the elemen-
tary scattering events, using the fact that the vertices x and x˜
can only occur once in each diagram see end of Sec. II A.
Thus, all renormalizations affect only the particle-hole con-
version processes on either side of the x and x˜ vertices. We
consider first the Keldysh Green’s function for k being di-
rected away from the scatterer,
gˆk
K
= gˆk
KR,˜R,A,˜A,X, x˜ , 71
for which the expansion, shown in Fig. 6a, gives
XK = GR  x − R  x˜  ˜A GA. 72
We obtain the distribution functions X in terms of XK by
GkkR  Xk − kR  x˜k  ˜ kA  G˜ kkA = XkkK. 73
Similarly, considering the Keldysh Green’s function for p
being directed toward the scatterer,
gˆp
K
= gˆp
KR,˜R,A,˜A,x,X˜  , 74
we obtain from the expansion shown in Fig. 6b
X˜ K = G˜ R  x˜ − ˜R  x  A G˜ A, 75
and from this X˜ in terms of X˜ K,
G˜ ppR  X˜ p − ˜ pR  xp  pA  GppA = X˜ ppK . 76
4. Boundary conditions for coherence amplitudes
For the outgoing coherence amplitudes that where ob-
tained in Eqs. 58, 62, 67, and 70, closed equations can
be derived, which can again be represented diagrammatically
in a straightforward way. We can cast k←k
R
= GkkR −1 Fkk
R
,
˜ p←p
R
= G˜ ppR −1 F˜ pp
R
, p→p
A
=Fpp
A
 GppA −1, and ˜ k→k
A
=F˜ kk
A
 G˜ kkA −1, in the form of Dyson-type equations,
k←k
R
= 
kk + 	k1k k←k1  ˜k1  k1k 
R
, 77
˜ p←p
R
= 
˜pp + 	
p1p
˜ p←p1  p1  ˜p1p
 R, 78
and
p→p
A
= 
pp + 	
p1p
pp1
  ˜p1  p1→pA, 79
˜ k→k
A
= 
˜kk + 	k1k ˜kk1  k1  ˜ k1→k
A
. 80
From those we obtain the quasiclassical coherence ampli-
tudes,
k
R
= k←k
R
, p
A
= p→p
A
, 81
˜ p
R
= ˜ p←p
R
, ˜ k
A
= ˜ k→k
A
. 82
The diagrammatic representation of these equations is the
same as for the functions FR,A and F˜ R,A, with the modifica-
tion that in all internal sums the direction k of the final state
that is scattered into is excluded.
5. Boundary conditions for distribution functions
Analogously to the discussion for the coherence ampli-
tudes we derive now the boundary conditions for the distri-
bution functions. For this we formally solve Eqs. 73 and
76,
Xk − k
R  x˜k  k
A
= Gkk−1R  XkkK  G˜ kk−1A, 83
X˜ p − ˜ p
R  xp  
˜
p
A
= G˜ pp−1R  X˜ ppK  Gpp−1A, 84
and use the relations
Gkk−1  GkkR = kk1 + ¯ k←k  ˜kR, 85
Gpp  Gpp−1A = pp1 + ˜p  ¯ p→pA, 86
and the corresponding particle-hole conjugated equations. In
these equations we have introduced the scattering parts of the
FIG. 6. Color online Diagrammatic representation of Eqs. 72
and 75 using the identities in Eqs. 56 and 60.
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coherence functions, which are obtained by subtracting the
forward scattering contributions,
¯ k←k
R
= k←k − kkk
R
, 87
¯ p→p
A
= p→p − ppp
A
, 88
and similarly for particle-hole conjugated quantities. Solving
Eqs. 83 and 84 for Xk and X˜ p leads to an explicit solution
in terms of xk, x˜k, x˜p, and xp,
Xk = 	
k1,k2
kk11 + 
¯
k←k1  ˜k1
R  xk1k2
  k2k1 + k2  
˜
¯
k2→k
A
− 	
k1
¯ k←k1
R  x˜k1  
˜
¯
k1→k
A
, 89
X˜ p = 	
p1,p2
pp11 + 
˜
¯
p←p1  p1
R  x˜p1p2
  p2p1 + ˜p2  
¯
p2→p
A
− 	
p1
˜¯ p←p1
R  xp1  
¯
p1→p
A
. 90
The diagrammatic representation of these equations is the
same as for the functions XK and X˜ K, with the modification
that in all internal sums over virtual particle-hole or hole-
particle conversion processes the direction k of the state that
is scattered into is excluded. The scattering into the final
state forward scattering is taking place only in the last scat-
tering event. Note that these simple diagrammatic rules result
from our particular choice of the distribution functions. Ap-
plying a gauge transformation of the type discussed in Ap-
pendix F 2 to the distribution functions amounts to shifting
terms between the two contributions on the right-hand sides
in Fig. 6 back and forth. This leads to redefined distribution
functions without changing the Keldysh Green’s function.
6. General use of boundary conditions
Equations 39–44, 77–82, and 87–90 give the
outgoing quantities k
R
, ˜ p
R
, p
A
, ˜ k
A
, Xk, and X˜ p in terms of
the incoming quantities p
R
, ˜k
R
, k
A
, ˜p
A
, xp, and x˜k, and are
the main result of this paper. For a small number of trajec-
tories involved in the scattering process these equations can
be solved analytically. For numerical calculations, in particu-
lar when many trajectories are involved that mix with each
other in the scattering region diffusive scattering, it might
be of advantage to use matrix algebra and solve the set of
Eqs. 47, 48, 54–58, 60–62, 65–70, 72, 73,
75, and 76. The solution of these equations involves only
standard numerical linear algebra and is straightforward.
IV. APPLICATION I: SPIN-ACTIVE INTERFACE
SCATTERING IN SUPERCONDUCTING DEVICES
In this section we show how to recover from our formu-
lation of boundary conditions the results of Refs. 32, 34, and
35. These boundary conditions are for an interface between
two superconductors or two metals or one superconductor
and one metal. On both sides of the interface each trajectory
is doubly degenerate due to the spin degree of freedom. The
interface is assumed to conserve the momentum component
parallel to the interface, p. It is assumed that only one Fermi
surface sheet is present in each material, such that only one
incoming and one outgoing trajectory exists for each side of
the interface. For such a case the boundary conditions take a
particular simple form. As on either side of the interface
index 1 and 2 only one incoming and one outgoing mo-
mentum direction are coupled by the boundary condition, we
can label the involved trajectories simply by indices 1 and 2,
and incoming and outgoing components by small and capital
letters in the boundary condition.
We start with writing down Eqs. 39–41 for this case:
11 12
21 22
R,A
= 
S11 S12S21 S22  1 00 2  S˜11 S˜12S˜21 S˜22
R,A
91
and
x11 x12
x21 x22
 = S11 S12S21 S22
R
 x1 00 x2   S11 S12S21 S22
A
,
92
where all involved quantities are 22 spin matrices.
A. Coherence functions
Using these quantities, the boundary condition Eq. 77
takes on the form
1←1R = 11 + 1←2  ˜2  21 
R
, 93
1←2R = 12 + 1←2  ˜2  22 
R
, 94
2←1R = 21 + 2←1  ˜1  11 
R
, 95
2←2R = 22 + 2←1  ˜1  12 
R
. 96
The equations for the 12- and 21-components, Eqs. 94 and
95, can be solved directly,
1←2R = 12  1 − ˜2  22 −1R, 97
2←1R = 21  1 − ˜1  11 −1R. 98
Analogously, for the advanced components Eq. 79 leads to
1→2A = 1 − 11  ˜1−1  12 A, 99
2→1A = 1 − 22  ˜2−1  21 A. 100
Introducing these into the corresponding 11- and 22-
components, i.e., Equations 93 and 96 and analogously
for the advanced functions, gives the first set of boundary
conditions for the coherence functions,
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1R,A = 11 + 12  1 − ˜2  22 −1  ˜2  21 R,A,
101
2R,A = 22 + 21  1 − ˜1  11 −1  ˜1  12 R,A.
102
The particle-hole conjugated equations are obtained by sim-
ply applying the particle-hole conjugation operation to these
results. These boundary conditions, together with definitions
91, are equivalent to the boundary conditions of Ref. 34,
and for spin-scalar scattering matrices to those of Ref. 32.
B. Distribution functions
Turning to the Keldysh components, we formulate Eq.
89 for our case,
X1 = x11 + 1←2
R  ˜2
R  x21 + x12  2
A  ˜ 2→1
A
+ 1←2
R  ˜2
R  x22  2
A
− x˜2  ˜ 2→1
A
, 103
X2 = x22 + 2←1
R  ˜1
R  x12 + x21  1
A  ˜ 1→2
A
+ 2←1
R  ˜1
R  x11  1
A
− x˜1  ˜ 1→2
A
. 104
Substituting Eqs. 97–100 into these gives the required
boundary conditions for the distribution functions. Again, the
particle-hole conjugated equations are obtained by simply
applying the particle-hole conjugation operation to these re-
sults. These boundary conditions, together with definitions
92, are equivalent to the ones of Ref. 35, and for spin-scalar
scattering matrices to those of Ref. 32.
C. Spin-active interface in bilayer geometry
As an application we discuss the coherence functions for
a bilayer that consists of a thick superconducting layer that
we will treat as bulk system with a thin normal metal over-
layer of thickness d. We consider a spin-active interface with
a scattering matrix
S =  rS tSN
tNS − rN
 = S˜. 105
We assume that the interface has a unique quantization axis,
in which case all reflection rS↑ ,rS↓ ,rN↑ ,rN↓ and transmis-
sion amplitudes tSN↑ , tSN↓ , tNS↑ , tNS↓ are spin diagonal. We
consider a singlet superconductor with retarded coherence
amplitudes R=Siy. As a result, all possible induced
correlations in the normal metal are written as R
=diagN↑ ,N↓iy, where “diag” denotes a diagonal spin
matrix with the diagonal elements as indicated. In the fol-
lowing we restrict our discussion to the equilibrium situation.
Equations 101 and 102 result into
N↑ = rN↑rN↓
 N↑ + tNS↑tSN↓
 S + ˜SSN↑rN↑rS↑ + tNS↑tSN↑
rN↓

rS↓
 + tNS↓
 tSN↓
 /1 + ˜StSN↑tNS↓
 N,↑ + rS↑rS↓
 S .
106
Now, using the unitarity condition of the scattering matrix,
we write with = ↑ ,↓ rN=reiN, rS=reiS, tNS
= te
iNS, and tSN= teiSN, where S+N=SN+NS,
and r
2 + t
2
=1. Then, with the spin-mixing angles S=S↑
−S↓ and N=N↑−N↓, and with the further abbreviations
SN↑+SN↓− NS↑+NS↓ /2=, N+S /2=+, N
−S /2=−, the last equation becomes
N↑e−i+ + N↑˜Seit↑t↓ + S˜Se−i−r↑r↓
= N↑ei−r↑r↓ + Se−it↑t↓ + N↑S˜Sei+. 107
The extra spin-scalar phase  may appear due to time re-
versal symmetry breaking by the interface. In order to obtain
the coherence amplitudes at the outer surface of the normal
layer, B↑, we solve the transport equation ivF ·
+2	↑x=0 in the normal metal with perfect reflection at
the outer boundary, which gives
B↑ = N↑eiz/d, N↑ = B↑eiz/d, 108
with z=	+ i0+, d=vFx /2d the ballistic Thouless energy,
and vFx the Fermi velocity component normal to the interface
in the normal conductor. We now concentrate on subgap en-
ergies, 	 . Substituting Eq. 108 into Eq. 107, and
using the bulk solutions S= iei=−˜ with =arcsin	 /
see Sec. II B 3, we obtain the following equation for B↑:
B↑
2 e2i + 2B↑ei
u↑
t↑t↓
+ 1 = 0, 109
with u↑=sinz /d++++r↑r↓ sinz /d+−−. For B↓
an analogous equation holds, with the quantity u↓=sinz /d
−+++r↑r↓ sinz /d−−−. Finally, for the particle-
hole conjugated coherence amplitude one obtains ˜B↓e−i=
−B↑ei. Thus, the pairing amplitude is given by
fB = − 2i
B,
1 − B,
2 e2i
= 
t↑t↓e−i
t↑t↓2 − u2
110
for u t↑t↓, and by
fB = i
t↑t↓ signu
u2 − t↑t↓2
e−i 111
for u t↑t↓. This characteristic spin dependence of the
pairing correlations has been discussed recently in Ref. 87,
where it was shown that a change in the symmetry of the
pairing correlations near the chemical potential takes place as
function of N. A more detailed discussion will be provided
in a future publication.88
V. APPLICATION II: SUPERCONDUCTOR/HALF-METAL
HYBRID STRUCTURE
A. Interface scattering matrix
Next, we consider as application an interface between a
superconductor and a completely polarized ferromagnet, a
half metal, in the ballistic limit. Each trajectory in the super-
conductor has a spin degeneracy, whereas in the half metal
the spin for each trajectory is fixed.
In general, the transmission submatrices of the scattering
matrix, TSF and TFS, are not necessarily square, and thus do
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in general not have an eigenvalue decomposition. It is, how-
ever, always possible to find a singular value decomposition,
where the singular values are non-negative and real.67,68 In
the present case, the transmission submatrices are 21 or
12 spinors and we use the notation TSFT and
TFST to distinguish their spin structure from that of the
22 reflection matrix Rˆ S, and the spin scalar RF. The singu-
lar value decompositions are T=Uˆ StVF
† and T=UFtVˆ S
†
,
with the spinors t and t= t† having only one nonzero
element. Finally, the singular value decomposition can be
performed simultaneously for the reflection submatrices of
the scattering matrix, and the singular values are the diagonal
elements of the square and diagonal matrices rˆS
=1− tt and rF=1− t · t. We proceed along these lines,
following Ref. 37, and write
S = Uˆ S 0
0 UF
 rˆS tt − rFVˆ S† 00 VF†  .
The phase matrices on the left and on the right can be written
as Uˆ S=eiu+u/2mu, Vˆ S
†
=eiv+v/2mv, UF=eiu, VF
†
=eiv,
and the singular values are determined by the matrices
rˆS = r 00 1 , t =  t0  , 112
rF = r, t =  t 0  , 113
with r=1− t2. The quantization axis is the direction of the
magnetization in the half metal, M, which we chose as the z
axis. The directions mi are determined by the interface prop-
erties and do not necessarily coincide with that of the half
metal.
We now make the simplifying model assumption mu
=mvm. We write mx=sin  cos , my =sin  sin , and
mz=cos , and for the bulk magnetization Mz=M and Mx
=My =0. Because we consider singlet superconductors we
have the freedom to choose a spin quantization axis inside
the superconductors in a convenient way. The most conve-
nient choice is along the interface magnetic moment m. The
spin rotation matrix between the quantization axis in the su-
perconductor and that in the half metal is Uˆ m=e−i/2e
with e= mM / M sin . In this representation
Uˆ mUˆ SUˆ m
†
=eiu/2z and Uˆ mVˆ S
†Uˆ m
†
=eiv/2z become spin di-
agonal. Because in quasiclassical approximation only the en-
velope of the wave is relevant, we are furthermore allowed to
drop all spin-independent phases in the scattering matrix ex-
cept for a possible phase  analogous to that in the last
subsection, arising from an internal flux; one can prove that
all other spin-scalar phases do not enter the final expres-
sions. This leads to the scattering matrix in the new frame,37
S  Rˆ S T
T − RF

= eiu/2zUˆ m 0
0 1
 rˆS tt − rFUˆ m† eiv/2z 00 1 .
114
B. Josephson geometry
The Josephson effect in a superconductor/half-metal/
superconductor S/HM/S junction has been studied previ-
ously both experimentally69 and theoretically.37,41,42,56,70–83
Here we demonstrate how the present formulation of bound-
ary conditions can be used to simplify analytical expressions
within the same approximation as in Ref. 79. Our formula-
tion is in terms of the microscopic scattering matrix. Such a
scattering matrix cannot in general be obtained by solving
Eilenberger’s equations but must be obtained by a full mi-
croscopic quantum mechanical treatment of the interface.38,73
This has to be contrasted to the case considered, e.g., in Ref.
81, where an interface represented by a thin magnetic do-
main wall is treated with Eilenberger’s equations. The two
approaches are complementary and have nonoverlapping
ranges of applicability.
1. Coherence amplitudes
We express the boundary condition in terms of the matri-
ces
ˆ   ˜S 
 F
 = SˆS 00 F S˜ , 115
with ˆS being a 22 spin matrix and F a scalar, and similar
notations for the particle-hole conjugated components: ˜ˆ S
and ˜F. Explicitly,
ˆS = Rˆ SˆSR˜
ˆ
S + TFT˜  , 116
 = Rˆ SˆST˜  − TFR˜ F, 117
 = TˆSR˜
ˆ
S − RFFT˜  , 118
F = TˆST˜  + RFFR˜ F. 119
Then the boundary conditions, Eqs. 77 and 81, can be
solved for ˆ S and F, leading to
ˆ S = ˆS +
˜F
1 − ˜FF
, 120
F = F + 1ˆ − ˜ˆ SˆS−1˜ˆ S. 121
This gives the outgoing amplitudes in terms of the incoming
ones. The particle-hole conjugated quantities are obtained
similarly, with the definition ˜ˆ S=S˜†˜ˆ SS†.
We assume singlet superconducting order parameters R
= eiiy, allowing us to write for the bulk coherence func-
tions ˆS=Seiiy and ˜ˆ S= ˜Se−iiy. It is useful to introduce
the parameter
P = sin/2sin/1 + r , 122
with the spin-mixing angle =u+v, which controls the
overall magnitude of the proximity effect. An analytic solu-
tion is then given by
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F =
F − iSei−
 − iF˜Se−i−
, 123
where we use the abbreviations
 = Pt21 + r1 − S˜S , 124
 = r2 + S
2˜S
2 + 2S˜Sr cos − S˜SP2t4, 125
 = 1 + S
2˜S
2
r2 + 2S˜Sr cos − S˜SP2t4, 126
assuming that all incoming coherence amplitudes at the su-
perconducting side are singlets. The full solutions of the
boundary conditions in the superconductor can also be ob-
tained analytically and are given in Appendix H. Note that
the geometric angle  that determines the direction of the
interface magnetic moments enters only in combination with
the superconducting order parameter phases. Thus, it leads to
simple shifts in the current phase relation.73,74 In the follow-
ing, we include  into renormalized superconducting phases
 in order to simplify notation; i.e., we define 1=1−1
and 2=2−2 for the two superconducting banks indices 1
and 2.
2. Josephson current
The equations for the coherence amplitude in a point in
the middle of the half metal of an S/HM/S junction, for posi-
tive + and negative − directions, can be obtained by
expressing F1 and F2 in terms of F1 and F2 using the
boundary conditions Eq. 123 for each interface and solving
the transport equations in the half metal with the results
+=yF1, F2=y+, −=yF2, and F1=y−, where y
=e−	nL/vFx, and vFx is the component of the Fermi velocity in
the half metal perpendicular to the interfaces. This leads for
a symmetric setup to
+ = y
y
−
− iSei1
 − iy˜Se−i1−
, 127

−
= y
y+ − iSei2
 − iy˜Se−i2+
. 128
In principle the amplitudes S and ˜S must be obtained by
solving self-consistently for the order parameter suppression
near the interface. Here, we will however neglect this effect
and assume that the bulk solution
S = − ˜S = i/	n + n, n = 2 + 	n2 129
is present all the way to the interface. This approximation
becomes exact in the limit of small t and . Note that in this
case 1−S
2
=2n / 	n+n is even and 1+S
2
=2	n / 	n
+n is odd in 	n. One obtains
g+ − g−
2
= −
i
2 1 + ˜++1 − ˜++ − 1 + ˜−−1 − ˜−−
= − i
1
2
1 − 4p+2
−1/2
− 1 − 4
p
−
2−1/2 ,
130
by solving the equations 
2 + p+1=0. Here,
1
p
=
iSy ei/2 + !y2ei/2
 2 − !2y4  2iSy2sin
, 131
with =2−1. Note that  −!= t21−S
2˜S
2.
Using this, one can show that for Matsubara frequencies
p
−
= p+

. Consequently, the Josephson current is given in
terms of these quantities by
j = eNFvF2T 	
	n0
Im"1 − 4p+	n2−1/2FS+,
132
where "=cos#p and #p is the impact angle "=1 for nor-
mal impact. Here, vF and NF are the Fermi velocity and the
density of states at the Fermi level in the normal state of the
half metal, respectively; the Fermi surface average is only
over positive directions.
We obtain the corresponding Josephson current for the
case of the half metal replaced by a normal metal if we
replace = it2, !=r2+S˜S, and  =1+r2S˜S and add a spin
degeneracy factor 2.
The normal state boundary resistance of the symmetric
S/HM/S Josephson junction with area A is given by
1
RNA
=
j
V
= e2NFvF" t22 − t2FS+ 133
=e2
vFe0
dpF
vF
vFe
tp2
2 − tp2
134
=e2 dp tp22 − tp2 , 135
with dpF=dD−1pF / 2D for D dimensions, and p
=pF ·e.84 For an S/N/S junction an additional factor 2 has to
be added on the right-hand sides.
In Fig. 7a we show results obtained with Eq. 132.
Shown is the critical Josephson current multiplied with the
normal state resistance obtained by Eq. 133. For definite-
ness we present results for identical isotropic Fermi surfaces
on both sides of the interface and for the dependence of the
transmission amplitude t on the impact angle #p measured
from the surface normal appropriate for a  potential,
t#p= t0 cos #p /1− t02 sin2 #p, where t0 is the transmission
for normal impact. For the spin-mixing angle  we assume a
dependence =0 cos#p. For comparison we also show the
corresponding values for a superconductor/normal-metal/
superconductor S/N/S Josephson junction. As can be seen,
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the supercurrent through a half metal can be of a similar
magnitude as through a normal metal provided the parameter
P is of order 1.
In fact, as can be seen in Fig. 7b, the IcRN product can
exceed that for an analogous S/N/S junction. The reason for
this enhancement is current carrying Andreev bound states
below the gap energy, which are discussed further below. We
show for several values of 0 the IcRN product in comparison
with that for a nonmagnetic S/N/S Josephson junction with
the same transmission probability and same length. With in-
creasing 0 the magnitude of the effect increases and the
maximum in the temperature dependence moves to lower
temperatures.
In fact, for the special case that P=1 i.e., t=1, =, and
= /2 for all Fermi surface points, the maximum becomes
unobservable because it moves to zero temperature, as has
been noted also in Ref. 79. In this case, furthermore, we have
= = 1−S˜S, !=−S˜S1−S˜S for the S/HM/S junc-
tion, and = i,  =1, !=S˜S for the S/N/S junction. Conse-
quently, after canceling the common factor 1−S˜S in Eq.
131 for the S/HM/S junction, it is seen that 1 / p at phase
 for the S/HM/S junction coincides with 1 / p at phase 
+ for the S/N/S junction. This proves that the IcRN product
for P=1 is equal to that for the corresponding S/N/S junction
and the corresponding current phase relations are shifted by
. This result is in agreement with the findings in Sec. IIID
of Ref. 79 for the short and long junction limits, which were
obtained within the more general Gor’kov formalism.
We caution, however, that the suppression of the singlet
order parameter at the interface cannot be neglected for P
close to 1, unless a strong Fermi surface mismatch is present
in which case the transmission is reduced due to the Fermi
velocity mismatch, and self-consistent calculations must be
performed as done in Ref. 41.
3. Local density of states
We now proceed to calculate the local density of states
LDOS as function of energy. For this we need to perform
an analytical continuation to the real energy axis. We define
in this case y=eizL/"vF and S=−˜S=− / z+ i2−z2
with z=	+ i0+. The momentum resolved density of states is
then given in the center of the half metal by
N
NF
= −
1

Im g
R
= Re
1 + ˜
1 − ˜
= Re
1 − 4p	2
−1/2 .
136
The local density of states is obtained as
N	 = N+ + N−FS+. 137
In Fig. 8 we compare the LDOS for an S/HM/S junction and
an S/N/S junction in the high-transmission limit for a sym-
metric setup. For clarity of presentation we have vertically
shifted the curves with respect to each other. The junctions
are current biased and the phase difference varies in both
cases from 0 to  as indicated. For the S/N/S junction the
well-known Andreev-Saint-James states20,85 are seen for a
review see Ref. 86 with a reduction in the LDOS at low bias
except for the case of =, when a zero bias bound state is
present. In contrast, for the S/HM/S junction there is a low-
energy band of bound states. This behavior has already been
noted in Ref. 41. Note that = is the equilibrium phase of
the S/HM/S junction.41 The dispersion of the Andreev peaks
in the spectra with  indicates the direction of the current
that is carried by them. For the S/N/S junction the lowest
bias peak dominates, that carries current in positive direc-
tion, whereas for the S/HM/S junction the low-energy band
is responsible for the low-temperature anomaly JcT, and
the next higher band carries most of the current, that is in
negative direction, in accordance with the -junction behav-
ior.
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FIG. 7. Color online Critical Josephson current Ic multiplied
with the normal state resistance RN for an S/HM/S Josephson junc-
tion with magnetic interfaces thick lines and for an S/N/S junction
with nonmagnetic interfaces thin lines. In a for both cases, the
transmission amplitudes t0 are varied from 0.2 to 0.5. The spin-
mixing angle for normal impact is 0=0.75 and the junction
length L is equal to the coherence length in the half metal, F
=vF /2Tc. In b we fix L=3F, t0=0.5, and vary for the S/HM/S
junction the spin-mixing angle. For a and b the interface spin
misalignment angle is = /2.
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FIG. 8. Color online Local density of states in the center of a
current biased high-transmissive symmetric Josephson junction for
a an S/HM/S junction and b an S/N/S junction. In both cases the
phase difference over the junction is varied from 0 to . The re-
maining parameters are indicated.
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The half-width W1/2 of the low-energy band varies with
the interface parameters, with the impact angle, with the
phase difference , with temperature, and with junction
length. In general the width of the low-energy band is larger
for =0 than for =. In Fig. 9, we show its dependence on
the junction length for a a  junction and b a zero junc-
tion. In the short-junction limit the half-width for t=1 is
given by W1/2== 2− P2− P /2 and W1/2=0
= 1− P2. In the limit of small P but still t=1 we obtain
W1/2=→  /2 and W1/2=0→ . For the special
case P=1 the spectra are equal to those for an S/N/S junction
with the junction phase shifted by  see the corresponding
discussion in the last subsection; i.e., the low-energy band
vanishes in the limit P→1 for a  junction and a zero-
energy bound state appears for a zero junction. In general, as
P varies with  and thus with the impact angle, the width of
the low-energy band in Figs. 8a and 9 is a superposition for
many different P. The overall width of the low-energy band
is set by the values for smallest P; the kink features closer to
the chemical potential correspond to the largest P for trajec-
tories with normal impact.
In Fig. 10 we show results for the variation in the LDOS
with the spin-mixing angle 0 for a a  junction and b a
zero junction. For the zero junction a peak appears at high
0, which is a signature of the zero bias bound state for
normal impact when P=1. For smaller spin-mixing angles in
general the structures get smeared out and a set of energy
bands separated by narrower suppressions of the LDOS re-
mains.
C. Point-contact geometry
1. Distribution functions
For the distribution functions, we introduce the notation
xˆ =  xˆS x
x xF
 = SRxˆS 00 xF SA, 138
with SA= SR†, which explicitly gives
xˆS = Rˆ S
RxˆSRˆ S
A + xFTRTA, 139
x = Rˆ S
RxˆSTA − xFRF
ATR, 140
x = TRxˆSRˆ S
A
− xFRF
RTA, 141
xF = T
RxˆSTA + xFRF
RRF
A
, 142
with Rˆ S
A
= Rˆ S
R†, TA= TR†, TA= TR†, and RF
A
= RF
R.
Then, with the abbreviations
R = 1 − ˜FF−1, 143
R = 1ˆ − ˜ˆ SˆS−1, 144
and A= ˜ R†, A= ˜ R†, the explicit boundary con-
ditions, Eq. 89, for the distribution functions read
Xˆ S = xˆS + F
Ax˜ A + ˜F
RRx + ˜F
RxFF
A
− x˜FRA,
145
XF = xF + x˜S
A˜ A + R˜ˆ S
Rx + R˜ˆ S
RxˆS˜S
A
− x˜ˆS˜ A.
146
Here, ˜S
A
= ˜ˆ S
R† and F
A
= ˜F
R.
2. Point-contact spectra
Superconductor/half-metal point-contact spectra have
been studied experimentally in a number of cases.89–98 How-
ever, the analysis in all these studies did not include the
effect of spin-active interface scattering. Here, we show how
such effects can be taken into account in a ballistic point
contact. We assume incoming solutions to be in equilibrium.
The treatment in terms of coherence and distribution func-
tions can be simplified considerably by using the symmetries
described in Appendix F 2. Proceeding along the lines de-
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FIG. 9. Color online Local density of states in the center of a
high-transmissive symmetric S/HM/S Josephson junction for a a
phase difference over the junction of  and b of 0. In both cases
the junction length is varied from the short junction limit to
L=50F. The remaining parameters are indicated.
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scribed there, we introduce anomalous distribution functions
by gˆKx , x˜− gˆKx0 , x˜0= gˆRFˆ 0−Fˆ 0gˆA, with
Fˆ 0 = F0 00
− F˜ 0
 147
and x0=x− F0+RF˜ 0˜A. We use for F0 the equilibrium dis-
tribution function in the superconductor. Then, the incoming
anomalous distribution functions xS,0 and x˜S,0 in the super-
conductor are zero. For the half metal we have xF=F
+F
RF˜ ˜F
A with F=tanh	−eV /2T and F˜ =−tanh	
+eV /2T, and consequently xF,0= F−F0+F
RF˜ −F˜ 0˜F
A
.
Furthermore, for a ballistic point contact the incoming coher-
ence functions on the half-metallic side are zero, F= ˜F=0.
From here on we drop the index “0” for all distribution func-
tions in order to not overload the notation, and keep in mind
that they are all anomalous.
Substituting all this into Eq. 146, one arrives at
XF − xF = −
xFt
2
 R2
1 − $21 + r2$2 − r cos2
+ r cossin2
+ t2P21 + r21 + r$2 + 21 + r$2 ,
− F
Rx˜FF
A
= −
x˜Ft
4
 R2
P21 + r2S
R21 + 2 + $2 ,
148
with
$2 = S
R˜S
RS
A˜S
A2 = S
R˜S
R2, 149
2 = − S
R˜S
R + S
A˜S
A = − 2 ReS
R˜S
R , 150
2 = −
1
i
S
R˜S
R
− S
A˜S
A = − 2 ImS
R˜S
R , 151
and we have used the notation ˆS
R
=S
Riy and ˆS
A
=S
Aiy,
meaning that ˜S
A
=−S
R. These expressions are still general
and we only made use of zero incoming F, ˜F, xS,0, and x˜S,0.
The current density from the half metal to the supercon-
ductor is given in terms of the anomalous distribution func-
tions by
j = eNFvF d	2 "XF − xF − FRx˜F˜ FAFS+, 152
with xF=F−F0= tanh
	−eV
2T −tanh
	
2T  and x˜F=F˜ −F˜ 0=
−tanh 	+eV2T −tanh
	
2T . The current density can be written as
j = eNFvF
−
 d	
4
j	tanh	 + eV2T − tanh	 − eV2T  , 153
with spectral current kernels j	. The normal state boundary
resistance is 1 /RNA= jN /V=e2NFvF"t2FS+.
Further simplifications arise for incoming homogeneous
distribution functions, when ˜S
R
=−S
R
. Then, noting that for
	  we have $2=1, it follows that
XF − xF = −
xFt
4
 R2
P21 + r22 + 2 , 154
− F
Rx˜F
˜
F
A
= −
x˜Ft
4
 R2
P21 + r22 + 2 , 155
leading to the Andreev spectral current
j	 =  "4P2t41 + r21 + ReSR21 + SR4r2 − 2SR2r cos + SR2P2t42FS+.
156
For zero misalignment of the interface moments, =0 leads
to P=0, and there is no Andreev current. For 	 , addi-
tional terms become important, associated with $21. Here,
because S
R is real, and thus x˜F	=−xF−	, we obtain
j	 =  "t21 − SR41 + SR4r2 − 2SR2r cos + SR2P2t4FS+
+  "2P2t41 + r21 + SR22SR21 + SR4r2 − 2SR2r cos + SR2P2t42FS+.
157
For comparison, we also present the expressions for the cor-
responding dI /dV spectra for a normal metal, j	=1
+ "t4S
R2−r21− S
R22 / 1−r2S
R22FS+. This gives j	
= 2"t4 / 1−r2S
R22FS+, for 	 , and j	= "t21
+ S
R2 / 1−r2S
R2FS+ for 	 .
In Fig. 11 we show representative results for zero tem-
perature S/HM point-contact spectra for various transmis-
sions and spin-mixing angles. In general, there are subgap
states present in the spectra except for very small 0, , or t0.
For the special case 0= there is a sharp zero bias state
observable in the spectra. Otherwise, if 0 is not close to ,
dI /dV is for T=0 zero at zero bias and increases quadratic
with the voltage. This result is in agreement with that for the
quantum limit discussed in Ref. 82. The details of the spectra
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FIG. 11. Color online Point-contact spectra for an S/HM con-
tact. In a the transmission t0 varied from 0 to 1, and in b the
spin-mixing angle 0 is varied from 0 to . Both quantities depend
on the quasiparticle impact angle as discussed in the text. The re-
maining parameters are indicated.
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will depend on the Fermi surface mismatch and the interface
characteristics, in particular the dependence of the various
parameters on impact angle. We leave a detailed discussion
of these issues for a future publication.
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APPENDIX A: TIME CONVOLUTION PRODUCT
We use extensively the noncommutative  product be-
tween two functions, which allows us to formulate the equa-
tions independently from the representation of the dynamical
coordinates time, energy, mixed. In the time domain, the
noncommutative  product between two functions Aˆ t , t
and Bˆ t , t is defined by
Aˆ  Bˆ t,t = dtAˆ t,tBˆ t,t , A1
with the unit element 1ˆ =t− t1ˆ . In an energy representa-
tion after a Fourier transform t→	, t→	, the product
reads
Aˆ  Bˆ 	,	 = d	2 Aˆ 	,	Bˆ 	,	 , A2
with the unit element 1ˆ =	−	1ˆ . In a mixed representa-
tion, when performing a Fourier transform t− t→	, and
keeping the time variable t+ t /2→ t, the product can be
written as
Aˆ  Bˆ 	,t = ei/2	
At
B
−t
A	
BAˆ 	,tBˆ 	,t , A3
and the unit element is 1ˆ =1ˆ . If one of the factors is both
independent of 	 and t, the  product reduces to the usual
matrix product. Note that in a mixed representation
	  a − a  	 = ita, 	  a + a  	 = 2	a . A4
Sometimes for example, when performing a perturbation
theory out of the equilibrium a modified energy representa-
tion is useful, where one performs Fourier transforms t
− t→	, t+ t /2→%. In this case the product reads
Aˆ  Bˆ 	,% = 
−
 d%
2
d%
2
% + % − %
Aˆ 	 + %2 ,%Bˆ 	 − %2 ,% A5
and the unit element is 1ˆ =%1ˆ . If Aˆ 	 , t=Aˆ 	 is indepen-
dent of t if Aˆ is an equilibrium quantity then
Aˆ  Bˆ 	,% = Aˆ 	 + %2 Bˆ 	,% , A6
and, analogously, if Bˆ is an equilibrium quantity
Aˆ  Bˆ 	,% = Aˆ 	,%Bˆ 	 − %2  . A7
We also generalize throughout the paper the commutator
Aˆ ,Bˆ  = Aˆ  Bˆ − Bˆ  Aˆ . A8
A useful identity is
1 + a  b−1  a = a  1 + b  a−1. A9
APPENDIX B: PROJECTORS
We adopt here the notation of Ref. 32, Appendix B. Fol-
lowing Shelankov,23 we introduce the projectors
Pˇ  =
1
21ˇ  1− i gˇ , B1
with the properties Pˇ + Pˇ += Pˇ +, Pˇ − Pˇ −= Pˇ −, Pˇ ++ Pˇ −=1ˇ , and
Pˇ + Pˇ −= Pˇ − Pˇ +=0ˇ . The quasiclassical Green’s function is ex-
pressed in terms of Pˇ + or Pˇ − by
gˇ = − iPˇ + − Pˇ − . B2
From the normalization condition, the Keldysh component of
the Green’s function, gˆK, fulfills the relations Pˆ +
R  gˆK Pˆ +
A
=0ˆ
and Pˆ
−
R  gˆK Pˆ
−
A
=0ˆ , which allows a parametrization by
gˆK = − 2iPˆ +
R  Xˆ K  Pˆ
−
A + Pˆ
−
R  Yˆ K  Pˆ +
A , B3
where Xˆ K and Yˆ K are related by symmetry relations. The
function Xˆ K can be chosen in a convenient way.
Analogously, for the linear response to an external pertur-
bation, the normalization condition leads to Pˆ +
R,A gˆR,A
Pˆ +
R,A
=0ˆ and Pˆ
−
R,A gˆR,A Pˆ
−
R,A
=0ˆ ; as a consequence the
spectral response, gˆR,A, can be written as
gˆR,A =  2iPˆ +  Wˆ  Pˆ − − Pˆ −  Zˆ  Pˆ +R,A B4
with a suitable parametrization of the functions Wˆ and Zˆ .
APPENDIX C: PARAMETER REPRESENTATIONS OF
PROJECTORS
The projectors Pˆ +R and Pˆ −R may be parametrized by com-
plex spin matrices R and ˜R as defined in Appendix C of
Ref. 32. Alternatively, we give here the parametrization in
terms of G, F, G˜ , and F˜ . We obtain
Pˆ +
R
=  G F
− F˜ 1 − G˜  
R
, Pˆ
−
R
= 1 − G − FF˜ G˜ 
R
,
C1
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Pˆ +
A
= 1 − G˜  − FF˜ G˜ 
A
, Pˆ
−
A
=  G F
− F˜ 1 − G˜  
A
.
C2
APPENDIX D: PARAMETER REPRESENTATIONS OF
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
In general the functions Xˆ K and Yˆ K in Eq. B3 can be
written as
Xˆ K = x11 x12
y˜12 y˜11
, Yˆ K = y11 y12
x˜12 x˜11
 , D1
taking into account the fundamental symmetry relations for
the Keldysh Green’s function through the “tilde” particle-
hole symmetry relation. Any choice of the four functions x11,
x12, y11, and y12 will lead to a valid parametrization of the
Keldysh Green’s function. As they parametrize only one free
function in gˆK due to symmetry relations and normalization
condition, three of the four parameters can be chosen con-
veniently. It is customary to require x12=y12=0 leading to the
parametrization
Xˆ K = x 00 y˜ , Yˆ K = y 00 x˜  . D2
Three definitions for distribution functions have been consid-
ered in literature. They correspond to different choices of the
remaining two parameters. Larkin and Ovchinnikov intro-
duced the parametrization16,51
x = − y = h: Xˆ K = h 00
− h˜
, Yˆ K = − h 00 h˜  . D3
Shelankov’s distribution functions23 follow from
x = y˜ = F: Xˆ K = F 00 F, Yˆ K = F˜ 00 F˜  . D4
The author introduced the parametrization24
y = y˜ = 0: Xˆ K = x 00 0 , Yˆ K = 0 00 x˜  . D5
The advantage of Eq. D5 is that the transport equations
take their simplest form. The advantage of Eq. D4 is that
Xˆ K and Yˆ K are scalar in particle-hole space. The advantage of
Eq. D3 is that Xˆ K+Yˆ K=0. Why the latter property is an
advantage one can see when rewriting Eq. B3 into
gˆK = −
i
2 
Xˆ K + Yˆ K + gˆR− i  Xˆ K − Yˆ K
− Xˆ K − Yˆ K 
gˆA
− i
−
gˆR
− i
 Xˆ K + Yˆ K 
gˆA
− i .
D6
With Xˆ K+Yˆ K=0 this leads to
gˆK = gˆR  Xˆ K − Xˆ K  gˆA with Xˆ K = h 00
− h˜
 , D7
which is an equivalent definition to Eq. D3 that was first
given by Larkin and Ovchinnikov.
The symmetry relations for all these distribution functions
are
h˜	,pF,R,t = h− 	,− pF,R,t, D8
F˜ 	,pF,R,t = F− 	,− pF,R,t, D9
x˜	,pF,R,t = x− 	,− pF,R,t, D10
and
h	,pF,R,t = h	,pF,R,t†, D11
F	,pF,R,t = F	,pF,R,t†, D12
x	,pF,R,t = x	,pF,R,t†. D13
The x and x˜ are expressed in terms of the other distribution
functions in a straightforward way and we obtain Eqs.
18–20 of the main text.
Finally we comment on the linear response, Eq. B4.
Here, the most convenient parametrization is
Wˆ R,A = 0 R,A0 0 , Zˆ R,A =  0 0˜R,A 0  . D14
APPENDIX E: PROPERTIES OF THE EQUATIONS
OF MOTION
In this appendix, we use some shorthand notation in order
not to be confused by too cumbersome expressions. We use
for the superscripts R,A,M, the notation X. We param-
etrize the position on the trajectory by a spatial coordinate
R=vF. We also introduce the symbol  for vF · and omit
the  symbol in all products. Finally, we use the shorthand
notation EX=	−X, E˜X=−	−˜ X, and EK=−K, E˜K=−˜ K.
1. Relations between different solutions
for coherence functions
We consider solutions of the equations of motion for the
coherence functions, Eq. 22, and for simplicity we concen-
trate on the first one, as the second is related to the first by
fundamental symmetry relations. The equation
i  X − X˜ XX + EXX − XE˜X + X = 0,
X0 = i
X
, E1
is a Riccati matrix differential equation, the basic properties
of which were thoroughly studied, e.g., in the book of
Reid.63 Associated with any solution X of Eq. E1 are
three quantities UX X, VX X, and WX X, which
obey the set of equations
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i  UX + EX − XXUX = 0, UX0 = 1 , E2
i  VX − VXE˜X + ˜ XX = 0, VX0 = 1 , E3
i WX + VX˜ XUX = 0, WX0 = 0. E4
Let us assume we know the solution 0
X with initial con-
dition 0
X0=0i
X and associated functions U0
X
, V0
X
, and W0
X
.
Often it is the case that we have boundary conditions, which
have to be fulfilled for given molecular fields, external fields,
and order parameters. Then we have to find the initial value
0i
X self-consistently. A property of Riccati differential equa-
tions is that the knowledge of one solution allows to con-
struct any other solution. For this we note that the solutions
UX, VX, and WX for any other initial condition i
X
=0i
X +i
X are
UX = U0
X1 + i
XW0
X−1,
VX = 1 + W0
Xi
X−1V0
X ,
WX = 1 + W0
Xi
X−1W0
X ,
=W0
X1 + i
XW0
X−1. E5
The full solution X along the entire trajectory for the new
initial condition is then obtained by the following formula:
X = 0
X + U0
Xi
XVX = 0
X + UXi
XV0
X .
E6
2. Integral equation for coherence amplitudes
For the retarded and advanced coherence amplitudes there
is a possibility to formulate the Riccati differential equation
as an integral equation. The formal solutions of Eqs.
E2–E4 are
UX = Pei0EX−X˜ Xd,
VX = Pe−i0E˜X+˜ XXd, E7
UX−1 = Pe−i0EX−X˜ Xd,
VX−1 = Pei0E˜X+˜ XXd, E8
where P P is a trajectory anti- path-ordering operator.
With the definition of the transfer operators
SU
X, = UXUX−1 = Pei EX−X˜ Xd,
SV
X, = VX−1VX = PeiE˜X+˜ XXd E9
and introducing the notation
I
X = − X − X˜ XX , E10
we can write the equation of motion as
i  X + E − ˜ XX − XE˜ + ˜X = I
X E11
and obtain an integral equation for X,
X = SU
X,0X0SV
X0,
− i
0

SU
X,I
XSV
X,d. E12
3. Construction of solutions for distribution functions
In a similar way we can obtain integral representations for
the Keldysh Green’s functions. Consider the transport equa-
tion for the distribution function x,
i  x + E − ˜ Rx − xE + ˜A = IK,
IK = RE˜X˜A + K˜A + R˜ K + EK. E13
The solutions can be written in terms of SU
R , and
S˜V
A ,, Eq. E9, as
x = SU
R,0x0S˜V
A0, − i
0

SU
R,IKS˜V
A,d.
E14
4. Construction of solutions for linear response functions
Analogously we obtain the linear response equations for
retarded and advanced coherence functions, which are given
by the solutions of
i  X + E − ˜ XX − XE˜ + ˜X = IX,
IX = X˜ XX − EXX + XE˜X − X. E15
Its solutions can be written in terms of SU
X , and
SV
X ,, Eq. E9, as
X = SU
X,0X0SV
X0,
− i
0

SU
X,IXSV
X,d. E16
APPENDIX F: GENERALIZED GAUGE
TRANSFORMATIONS
We start with the set of quasiclassical equations
	ˇ − hˇ , gˇ + i  gˇ = 0ˇ , gˇ  gˇ = − 21ˇ . F1
We note that the generalized gauge transformation in com-
bined Keldysh and Nambu-Gor’kov space
gˇ = Tˇ −1  gˇ  Tˇ F2
leaves Eq. F1 invariant,
	ˇ − hˇ, gˇ + i  gˇ = 0ˇ , gˇ  gˇ = − 21ˇ , F3
if we use as gauge transformed source terms
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	 − hˇ = Tˇ −1  	ˇ − hˇ   Tˇ + Tˇ −1  i  Tˇ . F4
Here, the matrix Tˇ is of the following form:
Tˇ = Tˆ R Tˆ K
0 Tˆ A
 . F5
We write now
Tˇ = Tˇ D + Tˇ K = Tˆ R 00 Tˆ A + 0 Tˆ K0 0  . F6
Here, the matrix Tˇ D is assumed to have an inverse Tˇ D
−1
. Then,
the inverse of Tˇ is expressed through Tˇ D
−1 by Tˇ −1=Tˇ D
−1
−Tˇ D
−1
−Tˇ D
−1 Tˇ K Tˇ D
−1
. Defining Tˇ K=−Tˇ D Fˇ we can write without
loss of generality
Tˇ = Tˇ D  1ˇ − Fˇ , Tˇ −1 = 1ˇ + Fˇ   Tˇ D
−1
, F7
where the matrix structure of Fˇ is given by
Fˇ = 0 Fˆ
0 0
 , F8
and Fˇ Fˇ =0 ensures the simple structure of the inverse of Tˇ .
Now we can write the generalized gauge transformation as
gˇ = 1ˇ + Fˇ   Tˇ D
−1  gˇ  Tˇ D  1ˇ − Fˇ  . F9
Thus, we have two types of transformations, which we can
study separately, first for Fˇ =0ˇ ,
gˇ = Tˇ D
−1  gˇ  Tˇ D,
	ˇ − hˇ = Tˇ D
−1  	ˇ − hˇ   Tˇ D + Tˇ D
−1  i  Tˇ D, F10
and second for Tˇ D=1ˇ ,
gˇ = 1ˇ + Fˇ   gˇ  1ˇ − Fˇ  = gˇ − gˇ,Fˇ ,
	ˇ − hˇ = 	ˇ − hˇ  − 	ˇ − hˇ ,Fˇ  − i  Fˇ . F11
The second transformation does not affect the retarded and
advanced components, and redefines only the Keldysh com-
ponents. It leads to a gauge transformation for the distribu-
tion functions. A general transformation is obtained by suc-
cessive application of these two types of transformations.
For an infinitesimal transformation Tˇ D=1ˇ −Tˇ D we obtain
to first order
gˇ = 1ˇ + Tˇ D  gˇ  1ˇ − Tˇ D = gˇ − gˇ,Tˇ D,
	ˇ − hˇ = 	ˇ − hˇ  − 	ˇ − hˇ ,Tˇ D − i  Tˇ D. F12
Note the similarity to the second type of gauge transforma-
tion. This follows from the fact that formally we can write
1ˇ +Fˇ =eF
ˇ
, and 1ˇ −Fˇ =e−Fˇ due to Fˇ Fˇ =0, so the same
equations like for Tˇ D=e−T
ˇ
D1ˇ −Tˇ D hold.
1. Transformations of coherence functions
The Riccati differential equations are invariant under the
following transformation with transformation matrices T˜X
and TX:
0
X
= T˜X−1  X  TX, F13
0
X
= T˜X−1  X  TX, F14
E0
X
= T˜X−1  i  T˜X + EX  T˜X , F15
U0
X
= T˜X−1  UX  T˜X, F16
V0
X
= TX−1  VX  TX, F17
W0
X
= TX−1  WX  T˜X, F18
x0 = T˜R−1  x  T˜A, F19
0
K
= T˜R−1  K  TA, F20
E0
K
= T˜R−1  EK  T˜A, F21
with EX=	−X, EK=−K, and analogous relations for the
particle-hole conjugated quantities. An important case is that
of unitary transformation matrices, where this transformation
is a local gauge transformation, possibly accompanied by a
local spin rotation. In this case it is more convenient to write
TX = ei/2, T˜X = e−i˜ /2. F22
The important feature is the occurrence of the new driving
terms T˜X−1  iT˜X that gives a contribution A to the vector
potential. For gauge transformations they are equal to
−
e
c
vf A = ei
˜ /2  2vF · ˜   e−i˜ /2. F23
When vF ·˜ commutes with ˜ , the two gauge factors on
either side cancel in equilibrium. As can be seen above there
is a very broad class of transformations not necessarily
gauge transformations which leave the equations of motion
invariant.
2. Transformations of distribution functions
The equations of motion are also invariant under the
transformations
x0 = x − F0 + R  F˜ 0  ˜A , F24
0
K
= K + R  F˜ 0 + F0  A , F25
E0
K
= EK − ER  F0 − F0  EA − i  F0, F26
with ER,A=	−R,A, EK=−K, and analogously for x˜0, ˜ 0
K
,
and E˜ 0
K
. A natural choice is the equilibrium distribution func-
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tion, F0=tanh	 /2T and F˜ 0 related by symmetry. The
transformed quantities are called anomalous in this case.
Let us assume we calculate the Keldysh Green’s function
from x and x˜ and obtain gˆKx , x˜. Applying the above trans-
formation of the driving terms we could also solve for the x0
and x˜0 instead. We can then construct an anomalous Green’s
function defined by gˆa gˆKx0 , x˜0. The difference between
the Keldysh part and the anomalous part of the Green’s func-
tion is called spectral part of the Green’s function. If we
introduce
Fˆ 0 = F0 00
− F˜ 0
 F27
then it is given by
gˆKx, x˜ − gˆKx0, x˜0 = gˆR  Fˆ 0 − Fˆ 0gˆA. F28
Thus, it is enough to solve for x0 and x˜0 to obtain directly the
full Keldysh Green’s functions once one has the retarded and
advanced ones. The choice of the distribution function Fˆ 0 is
of course somewhat arbitrary, but it is best chosen to be the
equilibrium distribution function whenever there is one well
defined. For a spatially varying electrochemical potential
&R and possibly varying temperature,
F0 = tanh 	 − e&R2kBTR , F˜ 0 = − tanh 	 + e&R2kBTR  ,
where &R is determined by the unit trace of the Keldysh
Green’s function to ensure local charge neutrality. The ad-
vantage of such a choice is that the anomalous functions x0
are zero in “reservoir” regions. If the electrochemical poten-
tials are different on the two sides of an interface, then the
boundary conditions produce a nonzero anomalous compo-
nent x0 on either side of the interface. It is always numeri-
cally advisable to use the x0 with the spectral part subtracted
instead using the full x. This makes the driving forces ex-
plicit and avoids cancellations between large terms.
Let us finally mention the driving terms for the above
choice of equilibrium function. They are given in the equa-
tion for x0 by −iF0, with
F0 = v f
eER − "R − 	 − e&RTR  TR	F0,
F29
where E is the electric field. This corresponds to the force
term in a Boltzmann equation. There are additional terms for
time-dependent forces. For instance, the term 	 F0−F0 	 is
equal to itF0. Note also the term −R F˜ 0−F0 A which
gives for energy-independent gap as off-diagonal force
 · tanh
 	 + e&R2kBTR  − tanh
 	 − e&R2kBTR  . F30
Finally, we mention the possibility to define spin-dependent
forces in a similar way.
APPENDIX G: RETARDED-ADVANCED SYMMETRIES
AND KELDYSH SYMMETRIES
The following symmetries connect retarded and advanced
functions and express symmetries in the Keldysh compo-
nents:
A = ˜R†, A = − ˜ R†, EA = ER†, G1
UA = V˜R†, VA = U˜ R†, WA = W˜ R†, G2
x = x†, K = ˜ K†, EK = − EK†, G3
with ER,A=	−R,A and EK=−K. The quantities UR,A, VR,A,
and WR,A are defined in Eq. E5. Analogous relations hold
for the particle-hole conjugated quantities.
APPENDIX H: FULL SOLUTIONS IN SUPERCONDUCTOR
FOR S/HM INTERFACE
The solutions of the boundary conditions for the model
discussed in Sec. V B 1 can be obtained also in the super-
conductor explicitly. With the abbreviations ↑↑= u
−v /4, P=sin

2 sin  / 1+r and Q=cos2 sin  / 1+r, they
are given by
S↑↓−↓↑/2 =
1
2
− iPt21 + r˜FS
2e−i + Fe
i + S1 − F˜F2r cos  − P2t4
1 − r2F˜F + iPt21 + r˜FSe−i
, H1
S↑↓+↓↑/2 =
1
2
− Qt21 + r˜FS2e−i + Fei + iS1 − F˜F2r sin  + PQt4
1 − r2F˜F + iPt21 + r˜FSe−i
, H2
S↑↑ = e2i↑↑e−i
− t2
˜FS2e−i sin22 − Fei cos22  + iPt2S
1 + rF˜Fsin22 + r + F˜Fcos22 
1 − r2F˜F + iPt21 + r˜FSe−i
, H3
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S↓↓ = e−2i↑↑ei
− t2
˜FS2e−i cos22 − Fei sin22  + iPt2S
1 + rF˜Fcos22 + r + F˜Fsin22 
1 − r2F˜F + iPt21 + r˜FSe−i
. H4
For zero misalignment angle , these solutions simplify: S↑↓−↓↑/2=Sr cos1−F˜F / 1−r2F˜F, S↑↓+↓↑/2
= iSr sin1−F˜F / 1−r2F˜F, S↑↑= t2Fe2i↑↑ / 1−r2F˜F, and S↓↓=−t2˜FS
2e−2i↑↑ / 1−r2F˜F.
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